Crossroad Arts Process for
Watching Waters: Rockhampton Flood Relief Project 2011
Mud Mapping
As a way to get our bearings, break the ice
and beginning the process of opening up, we
mapped the town of Rockhampton through
a mud or memory map. Using the Fitzroy
river and the Walter Reid Centre (where the
workshops took place) as guides, we asked
a volunteer to start by showing us on the
map where their house was, who lived in
that house with them, where they did their
shopping, their favourite place to go for a
coffee or meal, ect. As they pointed out these
personal landmarks, they were asked to draw
small icons such as a little house, their family
and pets, the shop or the restaurant. After the
first person had put themselves on the map
they paired up with another person and ask
similar questions, adding that new person to
the map. All the remaining participants paired
up and together they began to add their lives
to the map and in turn shared their lives with
each other. They began to talk about places
that were effected by the flood or places that
stayed open during the floods.
Lists
We used an open forum setting to
create lists, providing an opportunity
to remember events and share their
experiences. The questions we began
with were, “What they saw, smelled,
felt, heard?” “What stories or miss
truths they heard about the floods?”
“What was lost in the floods?” and
“What was gained?”
As the lists filled out, new questions
were raised by the group. These lists
became inspiration for the art works
they made and the writing they did later
in the workshops.
Scraffito Mapping
Using special scraffito paper, (a paper
coated with black coating, which is
scratched off to reveal the design
in white) participants created maps
of their neighbourhoods including
reflections about the floods. For
example; one woman remembered
camels grazing in her area and another
showed the levels of different flood
years on her house.

Frottage

Interviews

The technique of frottage or rubbing was
used to capture textures, which were used as
inspiration for further art works. Participants were
encouraged to take home materials to frottage
things in and around their homes.

As participants began to
feel more comfortable
talking about what they
experienced during the
flood they also began to
reflect on their feelings
after the flood. As one
participant said, “I have
actually been quite
depressed and
angry since the
floods, but I’ve
been sort of hiding.
Both hiding away
from people and
how I feel.” We
asked if they would
like to do recorded
interviews, which
were conducted
by us as facilitators and by participants in pairs. The
interviews were used in a sound-scape as part of the
final exhibition.

Postcards
Using postcard sized
pieces of 250 gsm
paper and a variety
of art supplies,
participants made
postcards depicting
things they saw and
experienced during the
floods. The majority
of the postcards
seem to represent
positive aspects of
the flood experience,
demonstrating that
by the second day,
workshop participants
were feeling less
stressed about what
they had gone through.

Writing
The lists, maps and interviews were used in freeform poetry and written pieces, some of which
were recorded for the sound-scape.
Letters & Poetry
A variety of wooden
letters were placed in a
pile. Participants were
then invited to go up and
select a letter from the pile
and place it in the centre
of the floor. The next
person could choose to
add to the first or begin a new word. Eventually
there were several words on the floor. Using the
words, participants then took turns creating a
free-form or rap style poem by saying the words
aloud in any order. These poems were recorded
and incorporated into the
sound-scape.

Final Exhibition
Although Crossroad Arts felt that
‘process’ was far more important than an
outcome, we also recognised the need
for participants to share their workshop
experience with their friend and family
and to feel that what they had produced
artistically was worthy of public display.
The workshops therefore ran over
the Saturday and Sunday, with a small
exhibition in the studio space on the
Monday evening. Everyone was invited
to take part in the set up of the exhibition
and several participants did spend most of the Monday helping. The exhibition included; the postcards,
scraffito and frottage created as well as a film and sound-scape produced using the interviews, photographs
and their artworks. During the exhibition we passed out leaves and asked all those attending to write a few
words on the leaf which, they would like to pass on to the Fitzroy river. To close the exhibition everyone
walked down to the river, read what was written on the leaves, tossed them in, and watched them float away.

Encouraging Future Projects
Many of the participants in the Watching Waters Rockhampton Flood Relief Project, were highly skilled
and showed great interest in CCD work. Crossroad Arts therefore, made and effort to meet with several
of the people we felt could initiate and lead future project. We offered information about funding, project
management and offered advice and assistance. We also have provided information regarding emerging
artist mentorship programs for workshop members. We feel that part of our job as arts workers is to pass
on skills so that projects can be lead by the community. Last heard, one member is half way through an
artists book project and another is working on a project involving both Rockhampton and Emerald.
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